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9 Abstract The adaptability of maximum power point tracking (MPPT) of a 

10 solar PV system is important for integration to a microgrid. Depending on 

11 what fixed step-size the MPPT controller implements, there is an impact on 

12 settling time to reach the maximum power point (MPP) and the steady state 

13 operation for conventional tracking techniques. This paper presents experimen- 

14 tal results of an adaptive tracking technique based on Perturb and Observe 

15 (P&O) and Incremental Conductance (IC) for standalone Photovoltaic (PV) 

16 systems under uniform irradiance and partial shading conditions. Analysis and 

17 verification of measured and MATLAB/Simulink simulation results have been 

18 carried out. The adaptive tracking technique splits the operational region of 

19 the solar PV’s power-voltage characteristic curve into four and six operational 

20 sectors to understand the MPP response and stability of the technique. By 

21 implementing more step-sizes at sector locations based on the distance of the 

22 sector from the MPP, the challenges associated with fixed step-size is improved 

23 on.The measured and simulation results clearly indicate that the proposed 

24 system tracks MPP faster and displays better steady state operation than 

25 conventional system. The proposed system’s tracking efficiency is over 10 % 

26 greater than the conventional system for all techniques. The proposed system 

27 has been under partial shading condition has been and it outperforms other 

28 techniques with the GMPP achieved in 0.9s which is better than conventional 

29 techniques. 
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32   1  Introduction 
 

33   Global energy demand is growing rapidly as the industrial sector increases as 

34   well as increase in transport, commercial and residential demand. Conventional 

35   energy sources which include fossil fuels, petroleum, etc. are rapidly declining 

36   and greatly contributing to the menance of climate change and global warm- 

37   ing. These developments have motivated countries and energy companies to 

38   explore alternative sources of energy [1]. Electrical energy derived from renew- 

39   able sources have provided an efficient way to manage the challenges. Electrical 

40   energy derived from renewable sources is responsible for 40 % of the global 

41   energy growth and is consistently growing [2–4]. The benefits of solar energy 

42   are significant and when compared to other sources, it exhibits the least harm- 

43   ful effect on the environment. However, it faces the challenge of high initial 

44   cost and poor conversion efficiency (9-17 %) due to material intrinsic prop- 

45   erties, solar irradiance and temperature conditions [5–8]. Recent trends from 

46   ongoing reasearch show an improved efficiency of over 25 % [9]. To address 

47   this challenge it is necessary to develop new high efficient solar PV materials. 

48   Alternatively, a viable solution is to improve the efficiency of light to electri- 

49   cal energy conversion through the implementation of a sun tracking system 

50   [10, 11]. The solar PV power-voltage (P-V) characteristic curve is non-linear 

51   and changes based on the applied load condition and test conditions on the 

52   solar panel. The MPP at the P-V characteristic curve is unknown, however, it 

53   can be identified easily by implementing tracking methods. The direct meth- 

54   ods include perturb and observe (P&O), incremental conductance (IC) [12–14] 

55   and the indirect methods include particle swarm optimization(PSO), fraction 

56   short circuit current, fuzzy logic, fraction open circuit voltage [15–18], etc. 

57   Existing algorithms have various benefits and drawbacks bordering on speed 

58   of convergence to MPP, complexity and cost. 

59 Practically, the most common tracking methods are the P&O and IC due 

60   to their simple operation. They require few sensors which reduce their overall 

61   cost in contrast to other techniques. Under the P&O method, perturbation 

62   is provided to the PV voltage to cause an increase or decrease in power. An 

63   increase in power due to voltage increase implies that the operating point 

64   is to the left of the MPP, therefore, further voltage perturbation is required 

65   towards the right to move the operating point towards the MPP. Alternatively, 

66   a decrease in power due to voltage increase implies that the operating point 

67   is to the right of the MPP, therefore, further voltage perturbation is required 

68   towards the left to move the operating point towards the MPP. Under the IC 

69   method, the MPP is achieved when the slope of the P-V curve is zero. Voltage 

70   is imposed on the PV module at every iteration, the incremental change in 

71   conductance  is  measured  and  compared  to  the  instantaneous  conductance, 

72   the algorithm then decides if the operating point is to the left or to the right 

73   of MPP and the appropriate action is executed [19, 20]. Conventionally, the 

74   MPPT controller implements a fixed step-size to track MPP. The MPP can 

75   be achieved more rapidly by implementing a large step-size, however, more 

76   oscillations will exist at steady state operation. With the implementation of 
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77   a small step-size, MPP can be achieved with low oscillations at steady state 

78   operation, however, a longer time would be taken to achieve MPP [21, 22]. 

79   The IC tracking method when compared to the P&O has the advantage of 

80   less oscillations at steady state operation [23, 24]. To enhance the performance 

81   of these tracking methods under uniform irradiance condition (UIC), several 

82   alternatives have been presented. For example, Ghassami et al. [25] proposes 

83   modified P&O and IC MPPT algorithms by using the I-V curve to adjust MPP 

84   operating point. It displays the drawbacks associated with the conventional 

85   system and it improves on the tracking properties of the conventional system. 

86   In [26], Ganesh et al. proposes an adaptive conductance ratio algorithm by 

87   implementing a PI controller to obtain suitable duty cycle to enhance steady 

88   state operation and time to attain MPP. A hybrid MPPT algorithm [27], made 

89   up of P&O and IC tracking methods has been implemented using variable 

90   step-size to enhance the time to track MPP and reduce oscillations around 

91   MPP but does not account for shading conditions in the system. In [28], 4 

92   sector P&O MPPT implementation has been executed to improve the settling 

93   time at MPP and steady state operation under uniform irradiance condition, 

94   step-changing irradiance condition and fast changing irradiance condition. 

95 However, under partial shading condition (PSC), conventional MPP tech- 

96   niques do not perform effectively because the P-V characteristic curve ex- 

97   hibits multiple peak power points [29]. In this case, global maximum power 

98   point (GMPP) based tracking method could be a suitable option to extract 

99   GMPP from multiple peak values efficiently and reliably. GMPP can be ob- 

100   tained by implementing a dc power optimizer which is a specially designed 

101   converter with a separate controller [30], by modifying conventional MPPT 

102   methods, or combining different methods to avoid the local maximum power 

103   points (LMPPs) which can solve the challenge posed by partial shading condi- 

104   tion (PSC). For example, Alonso et al. [31] presents a modified P&O MPPT 

105   algorithm that implements P&O at certain areas on the basis of bypass diodes 

106   technique to extract the GMPP successfully. In their technique, the different 

107   maximum power points at P-V characteristic curves can be observed but there 

108   is no justification for choosing the certain areas provided in the paper. The 

109   work presented by Sundareswaran et al. [32] is a hybrid made up of P&O and 

110   Genetic Algorithm to improve settling time at MPP and steady state opera- 

111   tion with the evaluation of chromosomes (duty cycles). They have used three 

112   iterations and the appropriate duty cycle at starting by the P&O MPPT which 

113   employs an adaptive technique to increase convergence time. In spite of the 

114   good performance of the system, its application is limited to certain shading 

115   patterns. In [33], a hybrid technique made up of P&O and PSO is presented 

116   and their approach adjust the first maximum operating point by P&O which 

117   will ultimately reduce the search area and the convergence time while Jiang 

118   et al. [34] proposes a hybrid combination of P&O and ANN to successfully 

119   track GMPP in which the ANN predicts the scanning area for the GMPP and 

120   P&O tracks the GMPP. The fuzzy logic control (FLC) algorithm for MPPT in 

121   [35] uses three fuzzy rules and linguistic variables based on reference power by 

122   tracking the GMPP to improve the computational time as well as convergence 
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123   time. Also, Sundareswaran et al. [36] presented a hybrid made up of P&O and 

124   PSO algorithms where the convergence quality of P&O and the global search 

125   quality of the swarm intelligence are integrated to successfully track GMPP. 

126 A significant amount of research has been published for MPPT and most 

127   of the prior research in Solar MPPT discusses the different step-sizes and in- 

128   vestigates the computational efficiency based on the simulation result without 

129   verification of simulation with experimental values. Also, most of the published 

130   works have investigated the efficiency of the solar PV system under standard 

131   test condition and non-uniform irradiance condition. This paper presents an 

132   adaptive MPPT algorithm for a standalone system that is implemented using 

133   a variable voltage step-size to improve the overall system performance under 

134   standard  test  condition  and  partial  shading  condition.  The  hardware  proto- 

135   type of P&O and IC techniques has been set up and the measured results have 

136   been analyzed with theory and MATLAB/Simulink simulation. Finally, this 

137   research work is compared and some conclusions are drawn with the published 

138   works. The structure of this paper is as follows; Section 2 gives a background 

139   theory of solar PV and MPPT. Section 3 discusses the test set up of the hard- 

140   ware. Section 4 describes the proposed MPPT algorithm. In section 5, analysis 

141   and discussion of the measured and simulated results are provided. The con- 

142   clusion is presented in section 6, including key achievements from this work 

143   and future areas of investigation. 

 

 

144   2 Background theory of Solar PV and MPPT 
 

145   Many models exhibit the characteristics of solar cells, however, in application 

146   the commonly utilized models are the one diode, the double diode and the 

147   triple diode equivalent circuit models. In this paper, the one diode model is 

148   considered due to its computational simplicity and accuracy in defining the 

149   P-V curve of a module for a given set of working conditions. Also, the accuracy 

150   of the power generated by each PV cell has no impact on the ability of the 

151   maximum power point tracking technique. The one diode output current of 

152   the PV module can be expressed as shown in Eq.(1) [37]. 

153 it would not change the final result as the accuracy of the power generated 

154   by each PV cell has no impact on the ability of the maximum power point 

155   tracking technique so emphasis is not on generating accurate power but on 

156   extracting the maximum power from the generated power 
 

157 Where N1 represents strings connected in series, IRS stands for diode re- 

158   verse saturation current, N2 represents strings connected in parallel, Rs for 

159   series resistance, K for boltzmann’s constant, IL is the current generated from 

160   light, A for diode ideality factor, and Vpv is the output voltage of solar PV. 

161   The Irradiance, G and Temperature, T influence the light generated current, 

162   IL. Further details of all parameters for Eq.(1) can be found in [37]. 
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Fig. 1: Electrical circuit block diagram of Solar PV system. 

 

 

163 The electrical circuit block diagram of the solar PV integarted with a boost 

164   converter (BC) and load is shown in fig. 1. The BC is an intermediary between 

165   the solar PV and load which is capable of stepping up the solar PV voltage, 

166   (Vpv) to a certain output voltage, (Vout). The duty cycle, D regulates the 

167   required Vout. 
 

 

168 The  proper  justification  for  MPPT  operation  is  that  at  the  peak  of  the 

169   P-V characteristic curve, the change in the solar PV output power is zero 

170   (∆Ppv = 0). The P&O tracking method functions by regularly perturbing the 

171   solar PV output voltage and current and relating the resultant power P(n+1) 

172   to the resultant power P(n) of the previous perturbation. 

173 The IC tracking method functions such that the derivative of the solar PV 

174   power to the voltage is zero ( ∆P = 0). It is negative to the right of MPP and 

175   positive to the left. The MPP is attained when the the derivative of the solar 

176   PV current to the voltage ( ∆I ) is equal to the change in current with respect 

177   to voltage ( I ). The MPP operation is maintained except a change in current, 

178   ∆I is observed thus, indicating alteration in test conditions resulting to a 

179   change in MPP. Therefore, the IC MPPT operation increases and decreases 

180   the voltage to attain MPP. 

 
 

181   3 Experimental Test Setup 
 

182   Fig. 2 shows the practical set up of the solar PV system implementation. The 

183   setup is made up of three main elements; EA Elektro-Automatik PSI 9360- 

184   30 solar simulator, C2000 Microcontroller unit designed by Texas Instrument 

185   and an EA Elektro-Automatik electronic load. The PSI 9360-30 solar simu- 

186   lator emulates the P-V characteristics of a PV panel and the microcontroller 

187   unit is a digitally Controlled HV Solar MPPT Converter. The voltage and 
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188   current are measured by the PINTEK DP-25 sensor and the Chauvin Arnoux 

189   P01120043A sensor respectively. Using solar software libraries the modified 

190   MPPT algorithms can be implemented in the C2000 Piccolo MCU. 

 

 

 

Fig. 2: MPPT Hardware Implementation Setup. 

 

 

 

 
 

Table 1: Characteristics of solar PV system. 
 

Power Rating at MPP 165 W 

Voltage Rating at MPP 220 V 

Current Rating at MPP 0.75 A 

Rated Open Circuit Voltage 260 V 

Rated Short Circuit Current 1 A 
 

 
 

191 The voltage and current range of the MPPT algorithm are defined by the 

192   measured Vout and Iout of the solar PV. The PV system generates a voltage, 

193   Vpv and current, Ipv of 220 V and 0.75 A respectively. The voltage is supplied to 

194   the BC of the microcontroller unit and is stepped up to a Vout of approximately 

195   403 V. The microcontroller unit regulates the BC signal by using 4 PWM and 

196   3  feedback  signals.  The  PWM  signals  reduce  the  sola  PV’s  ripple  current 

197   while the feedback signals help to carry out the control loops for the BC. 

198   The implemented MPPT technique ensures a voltage reference, Vref of the 

199   solar simulator output voltage, Vpv is set and this is done by a control system 

200   which regulates the Vpv  around the Vref . The BC’s output is connected an 

201   electronic load which pulls a current of 0.41 A. Table 1 shows the solar PV’s 

202   characteristics under uniform irradiance of 1000 Wm−2 and an ambient air 

203   temperature of 25 oC. 

 

  
measurement 

 

 

Simulator 

Converter 
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204   4 Sector modified MPPT 

 

 
 

 

Fig. 3: MPPT BC Control Loops. 

 

 
 

205 Extraction of power from solar PV system is critical in microgrid integra- 

206   tion and application. Hence, the development of a fast, robust and efficient 

207   MPPT control technique is significant to achieve MPP. This will enhance so- 

208   lar PV system performance and efficiency for different operating conditions. 

209   Fig. 3 shows the proposed MPPT control loop and this control loop process 

210   is  implemented  in  conjunction  with  the  MPPT  algorithm  in  the  microcon- 

211   troller unit using a separate solar library function. The aim is to control the 

212   PV panel output voltage (Vpv). The MPPT algorithm sets a reference voltage 

213   (Vpvref ) and Vpv is compared with Vpvref . The resultant error signal (Ev) is 

214   the input to the voltage loop controller (Gv). Gv controls the voltage of the 

215   PV panel according to the set reference. The output from Gv is the reference 

216   current (Iindref ) for the inductor current loop. Iindref  is then compared with 

217   feedback inductor current (Iind). The resultant error signal (Ec) is the input 

218   to the current loop controller (Gc). Gc controls the current of the PV panel 

219   and generates a duty cycle for the switches. In order to operate a better effi- 

220   cient system and minimize power loss in the system, it is beneficial to use low 

221   power sensors as the amount of sensors influence the measurement complexity, 

222   overall losses and cost of the system [38]. 

 
 

 

Fig. 4: MPPT BC Control Circuit Using C2000 MCU. 

 

 

223 Fig. 4 shows the MPPT control system circuitry. This architecture enables 

224   rapid and accurate sensing, specialized processing to minimize latency and 

225   guarantees precise configurable actuation. From the circuit, Vout is connected 
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dV 

 

 
 

Fig. 5: FlowChart of the proposed MPPT technique. 

 

 
 

226   to the 2 phase interleaved boost stage. One phase is formed by L1, D1 and Q1 

227   and another phase by L2, D2 and Q2. The control loop is designed by feeding 

228   back sensed signals ((Vpv), BC output voltage (Vcon) and current (Icon)) to the 

229   microcontroller unit. The duty cycles of switch Q1 and Q2 control the input 

230   current which also controls the input voltage. Fig. 5 illustrates the flow chart 

231   for the proposed model. The sector modified technique like the conventional 

232   technique relies on the identification of the point of operation on the P-V 

233   characteristic curve.A new curve, (GdP ) is combined with the characteristic 

234   curve to split the operating region into multiple sectors. Fig. 6 shows a four 

min min 

min min 
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235   sector divion of the characteristic curve while Fig. 7 shows a six sector division 

236   of the characteristic curve in order to reduce the oscillations at steady state 

237   operation the sectors. 

 

 
 

238 For the four sector division, a small step-size is applied at sectors B and 

239   C otherwise large step-size is employed (sectors A and D). For the six sector 

240   division, a smaller step-size is applied at sectors B2 and C2, the small step 

241   size is applied at B1 and C1 and large step-size is applied at sectors A and D. 
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242 MPPT is implemented to the BC and two fundamental configurations can 

243   be used to control the switching process of the BC and achieve perturbation. 

244   This can be perturbation of D or perturbation of Vref which generates a signal 

245   to control the D. The general equation describing the size of perturbation is 

246   as expressed in Eq.(3) adopted from [39] 

 

 

 
247 

 
248 

 
249 

 
250 

 
251 

 
252 

As described, fixed step-size is implemented by conventional tracking meth- 

ods, ∆x = x(kTp) − x((k−1) Tp) . Where x represents the perturbed voltage 

reference, ∆x is the step-size on x, Tp is the time in the middle of perturba- 

tions and P is the solar PV power. Variable step-size is implemented according 

to point of operation to improve performance by relating to the derivative of 

power with the derivative of voltage (dP/dV ). Eq.(3) is modified as follows; 

 

 

253 Where N as the scaling factor is modified to control the step-size. (dP/dV ) 

254   adjusts the D of the BC to enhance the settling time at MPP and steady 

255   state operation. By implementing average state space modelling to the imple- 

256   mented converter design, the complete transfer function expression is obtained 

257   as shown in Eq.(5). 

 

 

258 Where ωn is the natural frequency, µ is the static gain and ζ is the damping 

259   factor [39–41]. vpv and ppv represent small-signal voltage and power changes 

260   at steady-state.

 

261 From the second-order transfer function, Gvp,x (s), the response vpv and ppv 

262   to perturbation of step-size ∆x can be obtained. Based on the BC parameters, 

263   the values of µ, ω and zeta are defined The response vpv to perturbation can be 

264   expressed as Eq.(6) and the response ppv to perturbation can be approximated 

265   as Eq.(7); 
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Fig. 8: Dynamic behaviour of PV power. 

 

 

266   5 Results and discussion 
 

267   Results have been presented for the implementation of conventional and sec- 

268   tor modified tracking techniques for P&O and IC under uniform irradiance 

269   condition and partial shading condition. Analysis has been carried out using 

270   Eq.(3)-(7) to verify the impact of sector modification to the settling time at 

271   MPP and the system steady-state operation. Fig. 8 illustrates the results of 

272   normalized PV power oscillation from the implementation of the standard, 4 

273   sector and 6 sector tracking techniques evaluated numerically using Eq.(7). 

274   By executing the condition in Eq.(8), the settling time Tε can be introduced 

275   to ensure that the small-signal power variation ppv is limited inside a band of 

276   relative amplitude +/ ε around steady-state operation [39]. 

 

 

277 Where ∆Pf is the final power variation due to the ∆x. The settling time 

278   for the conventional system is 0.8 s, the 4 sector system is 0.09 s and the 6 

279   sector system is 0.05 s. This validates the time to reach maximum power point 

280   in figs. 9, 10 and 11. 

 
 

281   5.1 Uniform irradiance condition (UIC) 
 

282   Fig. 9 illustrates MATLAB/Simulink simulation result for the solar PV system 

283   designed based on the control configuration of the microcontroller unit. The 

284   result show a high oscillation for the conventional system having a voltage 

285   of 10 V (peak to peak). The 4 sector modified system and 6 sector modified 

286   system show better voltage of 2 V and 0.5 V respectively (peak to peak). 

287   Also, the dynamic response for the sector modified system is much improved 

288   compared to the 800 ms of  the conventional system.  The 4 sector  system 
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Fig. 9: Simulation result for P&O MPPT under UIC. 

 

 

289   exhibits a dynamic response of 110 ms and the 6 sector system exhibits a 

290   dynamic response of 55 ms. 

291 Figs. 10a and 10b shows measured results for conventional and sector mod- 

292   ified techniques for the P&O MPPT. The controller also exhibits high oscilla- 

293   tions for the conventional system with a voltage of 7 V (peak to peak) unlike 

294   the response of the sector modified system with a much improved voltage of 

295   3 V (peak to peak). The dynamic response for the sector modified system is 

296   an improvement on the conventional system. However, the 4 sector system 

297   exhibits a dynamic response of 100 ms and the 6 sector system exhibits a 

298   dynamic response of 50 ms. 

 

Table 2: Simulation and Measurement Comparison for different MPPT tech- 

niques. 

 

MPPT 

Implementation 

Voltage 

Ripple (V ) 

Step-size Time 

to MPP (s) 

Tracking 

Efficiency (%) 

Con. Simulation 10.00  0.80 87.50 

Con. P&O Measurement 7.00 ∆V1=1e-2 1.00 85.31 

Con. IC Measurement 3.00  1.00 84.5 

4 Sec. Simulation 2.00 ∆V1=1e-2 0.10 98.89 

4 Sec. P&O Measurement 4.00 ∆V2=1e-3 0.10 97.36 

4 Sec. IC Measurement 2.00  0.08 97.79 

6 Sec. Simulation 0.50 ∆V1=1e-2 0.05 99.64 

6 Sec. P&O Measurement 3.00 ∆V2=1e-3 0.05 98.75 

6 Sec. IC Measurement 2.00 ∆V3=1e-5 0.06 98.22 

 
 

299 Figs. 11a and 11b shows measured results for conventional and sector mod- 

300   ified techniques for the IC MPPT. Generally, systems implementing incremen- 

301   tal conductance display lower ripple content when compared with perturb and 
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Fig. 10: Experimental result for P&O MPPT under UIC. 

 

 

302   observe [42, 43]. The controller generally exhibits an average voltage of 3 V 

303   (peak to peak). The dynamic response for the sector modified system is an im- 

304   provement on the conventional system. However, the 4 sector system exhibits 

305   a dynamic response of 60 ms and the 6 sector system exhibits a dynamic re- 

306   sponse of 40 ms. The above results validate the performance of the proposed 

307   system. After implementing the proposed technique, the system tracking ef- 

308   ficiency increases from 85.31 % and 84.50 % to 98.75 % and 98.22 % for the 

309   conventional P&O and IC MPPT respectively. Table 2 summarizes the re- 

310   sults of comparison between the conventional, 4 sector and 6 sector modified 
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Fig. 11: Experimental result for IC MPPT under UIC. 

 

 
 

311   techniques. The sector modified system improves the dynamic response and 

312   reduces steady-state operation oscillations. Hence, it collaborates the advan- 

313   tages of both step-sizes and improves their challenges. Due to the nature of 

314   the 4 sector and 6 sector systems, the number of operations increases when 

315   compared to the conventional system, creating an increase in execution time. 

316   Consequentially, the computational complexity of the 4 sector and 6 sector 

317   systems is higher than the conventional system. However, there is a trade- 
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318   off between the computational complexity and efficiency of the system as the 

319   conventional system is less efficient than the modified 4 and 6 sector systems. 

320   Table 3 outlines the operations involved in implementing the conventional, 

321   P&O, and IC techniques. 

 
Table 3: Operations involved in Implementing the different MPPT techniques. 

 
 Average no of Iterations Sectors Covered No of step-sizes 

Conventional System 5 2 1 

4-sector System 8 4 2 

6-sector System 13 6 3 

 

 

 
 

 

Fig. 12: PV Characteristic Curve under PSC for Case 1. 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 13: PV Characteristic Curve under PSC for Case 2. 
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322   5.2 Partial shading condition (PSC) 

 

323   Under partial shading condition, the performance of any solar PV whether 

324   standalone or grid-connected is considerably affected. The PV system, whether 

325   a module, string or array exhibits a PV characteristic curve possessing multiple 

326   peaks, a Global Maximum Power Point (GMPP) which is the highest maxi- 

327   mum point and Local Maximum Power Points (LMPPs) which are multiple 

328   peaks. To ensure satisfactory performance underpartial shading, the proposed 

329   MPPT identifies the GMPP. For GMPP Tracking, the BC output current, 

330   (Iout) and PV voltage, (Vpv) are significant are employed for identifying the 

331   MPP. The major GMPPT performance indicators are steady state oscillations, 

332   tracking speed and efficiency. As shown in figs. 12 and   13, the solar simulator 

333   emulates, two shading patterns to properly assess the efficiency of the pro- 

334   posed MPPT technique. The corresponding results are illustrated in figs. 14 

335   and  15. It is evident that the P-V characteristic curve shows two peaks, the 

336   LMPP and GMPP.At GMPP, 80 W is delivered by the PV and 63 W is de- 

337   livered at LMPP for case 1 and 100 W GMPP is delivered by the PV and 

338   95 W is delivered at LMPP for case 2. From the result, the MPPT algorithm 

339   begins by identifying GMPP from the LMPP and then holds the GMPP that 

340   has been tracked. For both cases, the time taken to settle at GMPP is about 

341   90 ms. The tracking efficiency produced for case 1 and case 2 are 99.5 % and 

342   99.51 % respectively. 

 

 
 

 

Fig. 14: GMPP under partial shading for Case 1. 

 

 

 

343 Table 4 summarizes evaluation of the proposed system with existing system 

344   in [38, 44–46] with respect to number of sensors, steady state oscillations, 

345   tracking  speed and efficiency under PSC.  The  proposed  system  displays  a 

346   very good efficiency and time to settle at MPP (speed). The systems which 

347   display better settling time possess lower efficiency. 
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Fig. 15: GMPP under partial shading for Case 2. 

 

 

 
Table 4: Comparison of Global MPPT performance for related systems. 

 

Parameter Sensors Oscillation Speed (s) Efficiency (%) 

[44] 2 Yes 1.20 99.60 

[45] 2 No 5.00 99.00 

[46] 2 Yes 2.50 99.25 

[38] 2 Yes 0.12 97.00 

[35] 2 Yes 0.50 98.50 

Proposed System 2 Yes 0.90 99.5 

 

 
 

348   6 Conclusion 

 
349   In this paper, an adaptive tracking technique based on P&O and IC MPPT 

350   for standalone solar PV systems is discussed. The adaptive technique is based 

351   on the sector location of the solar PV curve. The P-V characteristic curve is 

352   divided into four and six operational regions based on a new combined irradi- 

353   ance curve and variable step-size control system is implemented depending on 

354   the region of operation. The proposed system has been successfully built and 

355   evaluated using a solar development system. The measured results also have 

356   been verified with theory and simulation based on the modified control specifi- 

357   cation of the laboratory scale solar development system implemented together 

358   with the MPPT algorithm in the C2000 MCU. The tests have been performed 

359   under UIC and PSC. The results show improved steady state operation and 

360   settling time at MPP for UIC and PSC and satisfactorily tracks the GMPP 

361   under PSC. The system tracking efficiency of the proposed system is over 

362   10 % greater than the conventional system for all techniques. Further study 

363   would focus on building a grid-connected system and analysing the MPPT 

364   and system performance. 
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